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What is Ultrasonic cavitation?
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The process of ultrasonic cleaning, which uses a type of energy
called cavitation, does great work in cleaning surgical
instruments. To get a better appreciation as to what cavitation
is consider this: Speakers (such as those that produce sound
like music or speech) are considered a type of transducer, a
device that converts electrical energy into corresponding
sound vibrations in air. Low pitched notes like those played on
a bass guitar are perceived as lower pitches because they
produce fewer vibrations of sound per second. These vibrations
are fluctuations of air movement back and forth, which are
really alternating changes in air pressure. Conversely, notes
played on a flute have a higher pitch because of more rapid
fluctuations in air pressure. We refer to this as pitch or
frequency (vibrations per second). An ultrasonic cleaning
system also have very specific types of speakers also referred
to as transducers. These transducers produce sound like
vibrations at extremely high frequencies or very rapid
fluctuations in pressure, well above what the human ear can
perceive (ultra + sonic meaning “having frequency beyond the
audible range). When rapid fluctuations of sound energy occur
in water, the process of cavitation begins to happen. Millions
of bubbles form and implode (like reverse explosions) which
produce a unique cleaning action. We’ll dive deeper into the
effect of these amazing cavitation bubbles as well as discuss
many aspects of the cleaning process in future issues but
consider that these bubbles have been documented to produce
extremely short and instantaneous bursts of energy at
temperatures that equal the sun!
Have more ultrasonic questions? Contact Tom at: tom.overbey@ultracleansystems.com
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